INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
PUNE

CLARIFICATION ON TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-1329-19
ITEM DESCRIPTION- PROCUREMENT OF CNS INSTRUMENT
Refer IISER Pune open tender number IISER-PUR-1329-19 dated 9.3.2020 for procurement of CNS
Instruments.
Pre-Bid meeting was held on May 11th, 2020 at 2.30 PM via video conferencing and minutes of
meeting is as under.
At the outset, the Chairman welcomed all the Members and the representative of the Prospective
Bidders and briefed in general the scope of the Project and thereafter requested Assistant
Registrar (S&P) to brief the vendors on the salient features of the commercial terms and the
indenting Officer to read out the clarification sought by the Prospective Bidders and replied
thereto as detailed in Annexure -II
The representatives present were satisfied with the replies given and it was informed that the
corrections / additons / clarifications given, as discussed during the Pre-Bid Conference would be
hosted on the website of IISER Pune and all the Prospective Bidders are required to take cognizance
of the proceedings of the Pre-Bid Conference before submitting their bids as stipulated in the
Bidding Documents.
The other terms & conditions of the notice issued on our IISER website www.iiserpune.ac .in will
remain unchanged. No more correspondence in this regard will be entertained
The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair

11.5.2020

Sd/Assistant Registrar (S&P)

ANNEXURE -II

IISER PUNE

PRE-BID CONFERENCE FOR PROCUREMENT OF CNS INSTRUMENT
TECHNICAL QUERIES AND CLARIFICATION

TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-1329-19

S.No Query/Clarification Sought

DATE : 11.5.2020

Clarification / Amendment

1

Calibration can be provided on chargeable The parameters indicated are fine. However, for the period of 3 years
basis for following parameters: Temperature, from purchase and installation, annual calibration should be provided
Shock(CURRENT),
Distance
travelled, without any charge.
Calibration for the mazes. As far as validation
is concerned it is not applicable for this
equipment.

2

IQ/OQ will be submitted in the form of SOP’s OK
as already discussed with the user. User
training can be done as and when demanded
as these are research based instruments only.

3

Tail Flick: Please mention just “HEAT SOURCE” OK. Other indicated technical specifications are unchanged.
instead IR Heat Source ?? whereas our system
works on the principal of visible light to
prevent unnecessary conditioning of animals.

4

Hot & Cold: -10deg ??? usually starts from Zero 0 to 70 degrees C is OK
degrees to 70 degrees and not -10.

5

ROTAROD: You have mentioned 80RPM in your No change in tender specifications.
tender document but 0 TO 45 RPM range
encompass all experimental needs and we The bidder may quote system with lower speed as optional.
offer up to 45 RPM.

6

Video Tracking: We need to understand the
objective behind using video camera for active
and passive protocols.
Shuttle
Box:
The
term
“OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES” is to be removed since the
experimental needs demand active and passive
avoidance and the sliding door is the integral
part of the equipment.

7

Main quote should have the camera for the mazes. A separate camera for
the shuttle box should be quoted as an optional.
OK. Sliding door should be quoted as a part of the main quote. The system
quoted should be capable of active and passive avoidance tests.

ANNEXURE -III

IISER PUNE

PRE-BID CONFERENCE FOR PROCUREMENT OF CNS INSTRUMENT
COMMERCIAL QUERIES AND CLARIFICATION

TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-1329-19

S.
No

DATE : 11.5.2020

Query/Clarification Sought

Clarification / Amendment

1.

IISER Pune has asked for Solvency Certificate which no
bank provides hence it should not be made mandatory?

Please check with your bank. Banks provides solvency certificate.
Hence, you may submit solvency certificate not older than 12
months issued by scheduled/nationalized bank with which your
company holds current account.

2.

We will be quoting in INR and can provide the MSME
Certificate for exemption of EMD ? Is it O.K. ?

Micro and Small Enterprises (MSE) must, along with their offer,
provide proof of their being registered as MSE (indicating the
terminal validity date of their registration) for the item tendered.
However EMD and tender fees is exempted for procurement of only
goods produced and services rendered by MSEs and not for any
trading activities by them.

3.

Given the situation of COVID-19, there are situations that Delivery period is extended from 45 days to 90 days.
shipment may get delayed on account of larger workloads
at everybody’s end hence we feel that 90 days delivery
period should be allowed instead of 45 days as mentioned
Force majeure clause- Please refer page no 18 para 19 of tender
in the tender document. Will there be a force majeure
clause from your side? This is to be confirmed by IISER-P. document.

4.

Security Deposit/ PBG: IISER-P will extend the SD as PBG. No.
Can we give Security Deposit for our Standard Warranty
period only. I mean we will offer 1 Year STD warranty Security Deposit/PBG should be submitted for entire warranty
plus 2 Years Extended Warranty period to meet the period of three years.
requirement of 3 Years Warranty. Please check if SD can
be given for 1 Year STD Warranty only ?

5.

IISER Pune have mentioned DSIR certificate will be Yes, IISER Pune will provide GST concessional certificate for goods
provided. Nothing is mentioned about GSTCC. Please quoted in INR as they are required for research purpose.
confirm since we will be quoting in INR i.e., we will be
importing the goods from our principals and provide the
goods on F.O.R basis to IISERP.

6.

AMC: Everywhere in tender, you have asked to quote for
AMC only but format given in Tender is for both AMC &
CMC. Please check which one to quote as you will
consider this for Evaluation purpose? will you take AMC or
CMC values into account for arriving at L1 ??

Please quote for both Comprehensive AMC and Non –
Comprehensive charges for AMC as per format given in Annexure H
page no 38 along with price schedule in pdf format.

7.

Payment Terms are not flexible at all. We suggest for
100% PAYMENT (against shipment), as we are submitting
10% SD ?

No Change in payment terms

8.

Provision for making ONLINE PAYMENT for tender fees,
EMD, or any other fees, incidentals to be provided due
to lockdown.

Yes, ONLINE PAYMENT for tender fee and EMD amount can be
deposited in IISER PUNE Bank account through net banking as
mentioned below.

For evaluation purpose AMC value will not be taken into account for
arriving L1.

Name-IISER PUNE
Bank-State Bank of India
Branch-NCL Campus Branch, PUNE 411008
Current A/c No. 30042605732
IFSC-SBIN0003552

